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ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION
One who is not sure about God’s existence

Agnostic

A person who deliberately sets fire to a building

Arsonist

One who does a thing for pleasure and not as a profession

Amateur

One who can use either hand with ease

Ambidextrous

One who makes an official examination of accounts

Auditor

A person who believes in or tries to bring about a state of
lawlessness

Anarchist

A person who has changed his faith

Apostate

One who does not believe in the existence of God

Atheist

A person appointed by two parties to solve a dispute

Arbitrator

One who leads an austere life

Ascetic

One who does a thing for pleasure and not as a profession

Amateur

One who can either hand with ease

Ambidextrous

An unconventional style of living

Bohemian

One who is bad in spellings

Cacographer

One who feeds on human flesh

Cannibal

A person who is blindly devoted to an idea/ A person
displaying aggressive or exaggerated patriotism

Chauvinist

A critical judge of any art and craft

Connoisseur
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Persons living at the same time

Contemporaries

One who is recovering health after illness

Convalescent

A girl/woman who flirts with man

Coquette

A person who regards the whole world as his country

Cosmopolitan

One who is a centre of attraction

Cynosure

One who sneers at the beliefs of others

Cynic

A leader or orator who espoused the cause of the common
people

Demagogue

A person having a sophisticated charm

Debonair

A leader who sways his followers by his oratory

Demagogue

A dabbler (not serious) in art, science and literature

Dilettante

One who is for pleasure of eating and drinking

Epicure

One who often talks of his achievements

Egotist

Someone who leaves one country to settle in another

Emigrant

A man who is womanish in his habits

Effeminate

One hard to please (very selective in his habits)

Fastidious

One who runs away from justice

Fugitive

One who is filled with excessive enthusiasm in religious
matters

Fanatic

One who believes in fate

Fatalist

A lover of good food

Gourmand

Conferred as an honour

Honorary

A person who acts against religion

Heretic

A person of intellectual or erudite tastes

Highbrow
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A patient with imaginary symptoms and ailments

Hypochondriac

A person who is controlled by wife

Henpeck

One who shows sustained enthusiastic action with
unflagging vitality

Indefatigable

Someone who attacks cherished ideas or traditional
institutions

Iconoclast

One who does not express himself freely

Introvert

Who behaves without moral principles

Immoral

A person who is incapable of being tampered with

Impregnable

One who is unable to pay his debts

Insolvent

A person who is mentally ill

Lunatic

A person who dislikes humankind and avoids human
society

Misanthrope

A person who primarily concerned with making money at
the expense of ethics

Mercenary

Someone in love with himself

Narcissist

One who collect coins as hobby

Numismatist

A person who likes or admires women

Philogynist

A lover of mankind

Philanthropist

A person who speaks more than one language

Polyglot

One who lives in solitude

Recluse

Someone who walks in sleep

Somnambulist

A person who is indifferent to the pains and pleasures of life

Stoic

A scolding nagging bad-tempered woman
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A person who shows a great or excessive fondness for one’s
wife

Uxorious

One who possesses outstanding technical ability in a
particular art or field

Virtuoso

A group of guns or missile launchers operated together at
one place

Battery

A large bundle bound for storage or transport

Bale

A large gathering of people of a particular type

Bevy

An arrangement of flowers that is usually given as a present

Bouquet

A family of young animals

Brood

A group of things that have been hidden in a secret place

Cache

A group of people, typically with vehicles or animals
travelling together

Caravan

A closed political meeting

Caucus

An exclusive circle of people with a common purpose

Clique

A group of followers hired to applaud at a performance

Claque

A series of stars

Constellation

A funeral procession

Cortege

A group of worshippers

Congregation

A herd or flock of animals being driven in a body

Drove

A small fleet of ships or boats

Flotilla

A small growth of trees without underbrush

Grove

A community of people smaller than a village

Hamlet

A group of cattle or sheep or other domestic mammals

Herd

A large group of people

Horde
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A temporary police force

Posse

A large number of fish swimming together

Shoal

A strong and fast-moving stream of water or other liquid

Torrent

The medieval forerunner of chemistry

Alchemy

A person who presents a radio/television programme

Anchor

One who studies the evolution of mankind

Anthropologist

A person who is trained to travel in a spacecraft

Astronaut

The scientific study of the physiology, structure, genetics,
ecology, distribution, classification, and economic
importance of plants

Botany

A person who draws or produces maps

Cartographer

A person who writes beautiful writing

Calligrapher

A person who composes the sequence of steps and moves
for a performance of dance

Choreographer

A person employed to drive a private or hired car

Chauffeur

A person who introduces the performers or contestants in a
variety show

Compere

A keeper or custodian of a museum or other collection

Curator

The branch of biology concerned with cyclical physiological
phenomena

Chronobiology

A secret or disguised way of writing

Cypher

The study of statistics

Demography

The use of the fingers and hands to communicate and
convey ideas

Dactylology

A person who sells and arranges cut flowers

Florist

A line of descent traced continuously from an ancestor

Genealogy
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The therapeutic use of sunlight

Heliotherapy

The art or practice of garden cultivation and management

Horticulture

One who supervises in the examination hall

Invigilator

The theory or philosophy of law

Jurisprudence

A person who compiles dictionaries

Lexicographer

The scientific study of the structure and diseases of teeth

Odontology

One who presents a radio programme

Radio Jockey

The art of effective or persuasive speaking or writing

Rhetoric

The branch of science concerned with the origin, structure,
and composition of rocks

Petrology

One who study the elections and trends in voting

Psephologist

An artist who makes sculptures.

Sculptor

The scientific study of the behaviour, structure, physiology,
classification, and distribution of animals

Zoology

A collection of historical documents or records providing
information about a place, institution, or group of people

Archives

A large cage, building, or enclosure for keeping birds in

Aviary

A building where animals are butchered

Abattoir

A place where bees are kept; a collection of beehives

Apiary

A building containing tanks of live fish of different species

Aquarium

A place or scene of activity, debate, or conflict

Arena

A collection of weapons and military equipment

Arsenal

An institution for the care of people who are mentally ill

Asylum

A hole or tunnel dug by a small animal, especially a rabbit,
as a dwelling

Burrow
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A collection of items of the same type stored in a hidden or
inaccessible place

Cache

A public room or building where gambling games are
played

Casino

A large burial ground, especially one not in a churchyard

Cemetery

A room in a public building where outdoor clothes or
luggage may be left

Cloakroom

A place where a dead person’s body is cremated

Crematorium

a Christian community of nuns living together under
monastic vows

Convent

Nursery where babies and young children are cared for
during the working day

Creche

A stoppered glass container into which wine or spirit is
decanted

Decanter

A large bedroom for a number of people in a school or
institution

Dormitory

The nest of a squirrel, typically in the form of a mass of
twigs in a tree

Drey

A room or building equipped for gymnastics, games, and
other physical exercise

Gymnasium

A storehouse for threshed grain

Granary

A large building with an extensive floor area, typically for
housing aircraft.

Hangar

A box or cage, typically with a wire mesh front, for keeping
rabbits or other small domesticated animals

Hutch

A place in a large institution for the care of those who are ill

Infirmary

A small shelter for a dog

Kennel

A place where wild animal live

Lair
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A place where coins, medals, or tokens are made

Mint

A collection of wild animals kept in captivity for exhibition

Menagerie

A building or buildings occupied by a community of monks
living under religious vows

Monastery

A place where bodies are kept for identification

Morgue

A piece of enclosed land planted with fruit trees

Orchard

A large natural or artificial lake used as a source of water
supply

Reservoir

A small kitchen or room at the back of a house used for
washing dishes and another dirty household work

Scullery

A close-fitting cover for the blade of a knife or sword

Sheath

A room or building for sick children in a boarding school

Sanatorium

A place where animal hides are tanned

Tannery

A large, tall cupboard in which clothes may be hung or
stored

Wardrobe

A state of disorder due to absence or non-recognition of
authority or other controlling systems

Anarchy

A form of government in which power is held by the nobility

Aristocracy

A system of government by one person with absolute power

Autocracy

A self-governing country or region

Autonomy

A system of government in which most of the important
decisions are taken by state officials rather than by elected
representatives

Bureaucracy

A system of government by the whole population or all the
eligible members of a state, typically through elected
representatives

Democracy

A state, society, or group governed by old people

Gerontocracy
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A state or country run by the worst, least qualified, or most
unscrupulous citizens

Kakistocracy

Government by new or inexperienced hands

Neocracy

Government by the populace

Ochlocracy

A small group of people having control of a country or
organization

Oligarchy

Government by the wealthy

Plutocracy

Government not connected with religious or spiritual
matters

Secular

A form of government with a monarch at the head

Monarchy

A political system based on government of men by God

Thearchy

An extreme or irrational fear of heights

Acrophobia

An irrational fear of fresh air or drafts of air

Aerophobia

Fear of being egotistical, being alone or isolated

Autophobia

A phobia of pain

Algophobia

An abnormal fear of heights

Altophobia

An emotional disorder characterized by an obsessive desire
to lose weight by refusing to eat

Anorexia

An extreme or irrational fear of open or public places

Agoraphobia

An abnormal and persistent fear of depths

Bathophobia

Fear or hatred of books

Bibliophobia

Fear of ugliness and things that are ugly

Cacophobia

A dislike of being in the centre

Centrophobia

An extreme fear about beauty

Cellophobia

Fear of time

Chronophobia
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Fear of dogs

Cynophobia

An extreme or irrational fear of confined places

Claustrophobia

A delusion of being possessed by evil spirits

Demonomania

An abnormal and persistent fear of drinking alcohol

Dipsophobia

An abnormal and persistent fear of work or finding
employment

Ergophobia

Fear of getting married, being in a relationship, or
commitment

Gamophobia

Physical or psychological fear of sexual relations or sexual
intercourse

Genophobia

Fear of old age

Geraphobia

Fear of knowledge

Gnosiophobia

Fear of women

Gynaephobia

Fear of writing or handwriting

Graphophobia

An irrational and intense fear of travel

Hodophobia

An excessive fear or aversion to obtaining pleasure

Hedonophobia

Fear of disease

Haemetophobia

An obsessive fear of words

Logophobia

An extreme fear of wind or drafts

Menemophobia

An extreme or irrational fear of the night or of darkness

Nyctophobia

Fear of medication

Pharamacophobia

Fear of death

Thanatophobia

Extreme superstition regarding the number thirteen

Triskaidekaphobia

A solemn procession, especially for a funeral

Cortege
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A poem of serious reflection, typically a lament for the dead

Elegy

A phrase or form of words written in memory of a person
who has died

Epitaph

Killing of one’s son or daughter

Filicide

Destruction or abortion of a fetus

Foeticide

Killing of one’s brother or sister

Fratricide

Killing of a large group of people

Genocide

Killing of one person by another

Homicide

Killing of infants

Infanticide

Burial of a corpse in a grave or tomb

Interment

Killing of one’s mother

Matricide

A room or building in which dead bodies are kept

Mortuary

A news article that reports the recent death of a person

Obituary

Killing of a parent or other near relative

Parricide

Killing of one’s father

Patricide

An examination of a dead body to determine the cause of
death

Postmortem

Action of killing a king

Regicide

Killing of one’s sister

Sororicide

Act of intentionally causing one’s own death

Suicide

Killing of one’s wife

Uxoricide

The branch of physics concerned with the properties of
sound

Acoustics

The sound of Alligators

Bellow
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The sound of Deers

Bell

The sound of Crows

Caw

The sound of Geese

Cackle

The sound of Hens

Cluck

The sound of Dolphins

Click

The sound of Frogs

Croak

The sound of Crickets

Creak

The sound of Monkeys

Gibber

The sound of Camels

Grunt

The sound of Owls

Hoot

The sound of Penguins

Honk

The sound of Cattle

Moo

The sound of Horses

Neigh

The sound of Nightingales

Pipe

The sound of Ducks

Quack

The sound of Parrots

Screech

The sound of Rats

Squeak

The sound of Birds

Twitter

The sound of Elephants

Trumpet

The sound of Mosquitoes

Whine

An act of abdicating or renouncing the throne

Abdication

An annual calendar containing important dates and
statistical information such as astronomical data and tide
tables
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A cold-blooded vertebrate animal that is born in water and
breathes with gills

Amphibian

A story, poem, or picture that can be interpreted to reveal a
hidden meaning, typically a moral or political one

Allegory

A statement or proposition on which an abstractly defined
structure is based

Axiom

A nation or person engaged in war or conflict, as recognized
by international law

Belligerent

An examination of tissue removed from a living body to
discover the presence, cause, or extent of a disease

Biopsy

The action or offence of speaking sacrilegiously about God
or sacred things; profane talk

Blasphemy

The arrangement of events or dates in the order of their
occurrence

Chronology

A vigorous campaign for political, social, or religious change

Crusade

Lasting for a very short time

Ephemeral

Spoken or done without preparation

Extempore

Release someone from a duty or obligation

Exonerate

Fond of company

Gregarious

Making marks that cannot be removed

Indelible

Incapable of making mistakes or being wrong

Infallible

Certain to happen

Inevitable

A sentimental longing or wistful affection for a period in the
past

Nostalgia

A solution or remedy for all difficulties or diseases

Panacea

A doctrine which identifies God with the universe

Pantheism

Excessively concerned with minor details or rules

Pedantic
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The practice of taking someone else’s work or ideas and
passing them off as one’s own

Plagiarism

Safe to drink

Potable

The emblems or insignia of royalty

Regalia

Violation or misuse of what is regarded as sacred

Sacrilege

A position requiring little or no work but giving the holder
status or financial benefit

Sinecure

A thing that is kept as a reminder of a person, place, or
event

Souvenir

An imaginary ideal society free of poverty and suffering

Utopia

Denoting a sin that is not regarded as depriving the soul of
divine grace

Venial

In exactly the same words as were used originally

Verbatim
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Mania for travel –dromomania
Mania of being important –megalomania
Medicine which lessens pain –anodyne
Morning prayer- matin
Old age when a man behave like a fool dotage
A persistent anxiety about one’s health usually involving imagined symptoms of
illness –hypochondria
An odd,a typical or eccentric trait- idiosyncrasy
To compensate a person etc. For loss or damage –indemnify
A plan for or route to be followed on a journey itinerary
A group of people who band together for some secret purpose especially for political
intrigue –junta
A short journey for pleasure –jaunt
A swiftly changing scene or pattern kaleidoscope
A written attack using humour to provoke contempt –lampoon
A false written statement to damage a person’s repute-libel
A full size model of a complete of partial human figure-mannequin /dummy
Personal reminiscences in a narrative from –memoir
A long wandering journey –odyssey
A speech or writing praising a person or a thing –panegyric
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A lover specially one who unlawfully takes the position of a wife or a
husband paramour
An expression of the popular will concerning some important questions given by a
direct vote of the people –plebiscite
A portrait of a person with only the outline of the profile –silhouette
Causing or tending to cause sleep- soporific
A substitute – surrogate
Existing only in name- titular
A short literary description marked by delicacy –vignette
A long journy especially by sea –voyage
A person who opposes another- antagonist
A person who is very selective disgusted easily and is hard to please –fastidious
Something that can not be harmed –inviolate
Fear of crowds –oclophobia
A funeral bell- knell
A person who is pure and clean – immaculate
A person who is filled with excessive enthusiasm – extrovert
A person who os bad in spelling –caco graphist
A person claiming to be superior in culture and intellect to others- highbrow
A person leaving his native country to settle in another- emigrant
A person having the same name –namesake
A person who is talkative –garrulous
Art of cutting tree and bushes into ornamental shape- topiary
Change one’s mind two quickly –vacillation
Congratulations some one in formal manner felicitate
Creature having both male and female organs –hermaphrodite
Equal in rank- peer
Fault that may be forgiven- venial
Fear of becoming bald –phalacrophobia
Fear of pain –/odynophobia
Fear of getting fat makes young girl stop eating resulting in harmful effect –anorexia
Fear of males –androphobia
Fear of ugliness –cacophobia
Fear of doctors- cataro phobia
Fear of depths –bathophobia
Fear of dogs –cynophobia
Extreme fear of beauty- cello phobia
Fear of thirst –dipsophobia
Morbid compulsion of drink –dipsomania
Fear of work –ergophobia
Fear of marriage –gamophobia
Fear of birth –genophobia
Fear of old age –geraphobia
Fear of writing –graph phobia
Fear of pleasure –hedonophobia
Fear of travel –hydrophobia
Fear of women –gynophobia
Fear of getting fat –lipophobia
Fear of childbirth –maieusiphobia
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Fear of snakes –ophiopobia
Fear of being robbed –harpaxophobia
Fear of cockroaches –katsaridaphobia
Fear of darkness –nyctophobia
Fear of ghosts —phasmophobia
Fear of deaths –thanatophobia
Fear of numbers –triskaidekaphobia
Fear of dark –lygophobia
Fear of failure atychiphobia
Fear of god –zeusophobia
Fear of going to bed –clinophobia
Fear of poverty –peniaphobia
Fear of property- orthophobia
Fear of riding a car- amaxophobia
Fear of sex –xenophobia
Fear of speed –lalophobia
Mania for travel –dromomania
Mania of being important –megalomania
Medicine which lessens pain- anodyne
Morning prayer- matin
Old age when a man behave like a fool –dotage
One who comes from a village and considered stupid –bumpkin
One who fights for money –mercenary
One who forsakes religion –renegade
One who is guilty of firing property –arsonist
One who is very careful and particular –meticulous
One who pays too much attention to his cloths and appearance- dandy
One who pretends illness to escape duty –malingerer
One who talks continuously –loquacious
One who works in return for being taught the trade –disciple
One whose attitude is to eat, drink and merry –epicurean
People in rowdy science- rabble
Person obsessed with one idea or subject- monomaniac
Person who does not believe in any religion –pagan
Person who holds scholarship at a university –bursar
Person who is against the ordinary society esp. Dressing –hippy
Person who is always dissatisfied –malcontent
Person who lives alone and avoid others –recluse
An assembly of hearers –assemblage
One who is unrelenting and cannot be moved by entreaties inexorable
Regard for others as principle of a action-altruism
Person who claims to have great love for understanding of what is beautiful in
nature , art etc –aesthete
A disease which spreads by contact –contagious
An animal story with moral –fable
Person who pilots or travels in a balloon airship or other aircraft- aeronaut
Witty , clever retort –repartee
A story in which ideas are symbolised as people- allegory
A common place remark –platitude
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A sudden rush of wind –gust
Not conforming to ordinary rules of behaviour –eccentric
Short descriptive poem or picturesque scene or incident –idyll
A person who is reserved in talks- reticent
A short stay at a place –sojourn
A raised place on which offering to a god are made –altar
Government by the gods- theorachy
A person with full discretionary power to act on behalf of a countryplenipotentiary
To derive a thing of its holy character –descrate
A small piece of wood- chip
A pioneer of a reform movement –apostle
Wicked to a high degree –heinous
The original inhabitants of a country- aborigines
Dungeon entered by trapdoor –oubliette
Science of printing –typography
One who robs smuggler of his smuggled goods after the border has been crossed –
hijacker
Use of more words than are needed to express the meaning –pleonasm
The science of judging of a person’s character capabilities etc. From an examination
of the shape of his skull- phrenology
A political leader who tries to stir up people –demagogue
A light sailing boat built especially for racing yacht
Atonement for one’s sins –repentance
Be the embodiment or perfect example –personify
A person who maliciously destroys by fire –incendiary
The line which a plough cuts in the ground –furrow
A person who forsakes religion –renegade
A person concerned with practical results and values- pragmatist
Responsible according to law –legitimate
Decision made upon a political question by the votes of all qualified personsplebiscite
Shining , brilliant and magnificent –resplendent
Cutting for stone in the bladder- lithotomy
A heavy unnatural slumber –stupor
Changing one’s mind too quickly –vacillation
To do away with rules- abrogate
A person sharing responsibility for a political party’s discipline and tactics –whip
Food which agrees with one’s taste –palatable
A story in verse –ballad
Plain or self evident truth- truism
A person who has just started learning –apprentice
Person who loves nature –aesthete
Person who pretends to have more knowledge- charlatan
Persuasive and fluent speech- eloquence
Physician who delivers babies –obsterician
Place where cows are sheltered –byre
Place which provides both board and lodging –inn
Power of reading thoughts of others –telepathy
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Ridiculous use of works –malapropism
Ride on someone’s back –piggyback
Room leading into a large room –anteroom
Seat on elephant’s back –howdah
Song sung at burial –dirge
Thing that bring gentle and painless death from incurable disease –euthanasia
To explain a spiritual truth- benign
To do away with rule –abrogate
To explain a spiritual truth –parable
Using of new words –neology
A small enclosure for cattle ,sheep ,polutry etc- pen
Music played or sung at night below a person’s window –serenade
Strong and settled dislike between two persons –antipathy
A small house with all rooms on one floor –bungalow
An extremely deep crack or opening in the ground –chasm
Lottery in which an article is assigned by lot to one of those buying tickets –raffle
/draw
One who always runs away from danger –timid
One who despises persons of lower social position –snob
Gradual recovery from illness –convalescence
One who is determined to exact full vegeance for wrong done to him –vindictive
Commencement of words with the same letter –alliteration
A person living permanently in a certain place –domicile
To slap with a flat object –swat
Fear of words –logophobia
Funny imitation of a poem –parody
Giving up throne by the king –abdication
Go back and forth –shuttle
Group of three novels –trilogy
Language difficult to understand –jargon
List of explantation –glossary
Loud talk or speech –harangue
Man having the woman’s quality- effeminate
Man of lax moral- licentious
Man whose wife is unfaithful to him- cuckold
Something that cannot be taken away –inalienable
One who travels from place to place –tramp
To move along with quick short twisting actions- wriggle
Be the emodment or perfect example of –characterise
One who deserts his religion –apostate
Custom of having many wives –polygamy
Person who believes that god is everything and eveyting is god pantheist
A person who gives written testimony for use in a court –deponent
A person who makes and sells ladies hats, etc. –milliner
To mediate between two parties in a dispute- intercede
The branch of science which deals with the problems of the old –geriatrics
Property inherited from one’s father pr ancestors –patrimony
Something left in a will by someone who has died- legacy
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The doctrine that human souls pass from one body to another at the time of death –
transmigration
A drawing on transparent paper –transparency
The act of violating the sanctity of church –sacrilege
A style in which a writer makes a display of his knowledge –pedantic
One who thinks that human nature is essentially evil –cynic
Interested mainly in a small group country etc. –insular
The period between two reigns- interregnum
Poem in short stanzas narrating a popular story- ballad
One who does not know how to save the money- spendthrift
Walk in a vain , self‐important way –strut
Clumsy or ill‐bred fellow –boor
A small shop that sells fashionable clothes, cosmetics etc. –boutique
The normal abode of any animal or plant —habitat
A person who is skilled in horsemanship equestrian
To atone one’s sins –expiate
The rule of a person who is tyrant –despotism
Of outstanding significance –monumental
A tumour which is not likely to spared –benign
To remove the skin of a potato or and orange- peel
Explicit understanding to do something –promise
To surround with armed forces- besiege
A person who wishes to throw over all establishments –anarchist
Forcing out(blood etc.) From its vessel –extravasate
A book or picture produced merely to bring in money —pot‐boiler
Deviation or departure from common rule of standard –anomaly
Elderly women in charge of a girl on social occasions- chaperon
Land so surrounded by water as to e almost and island –peninsula
Part‐song for several voices without instrumental accompaniment madrigal
A person without objective reality – hallucination
Open rebellion of soldiers and sailors against lawful authority –mutiny
A verse letter – epistle
A person who travels from place to place – itinerant
Something which can be taken for granted – postulate
Words used in ancient time but no longer in general use now – archaic
Cutting all the waste paper into pieces – shredding
A solider who fights for money – mercenary
Government by all – pant isocracy
Two wheeled cab for two to ride indie with driver mounted up behind – hansom
Destroy without any trace – obliterate
Submarines operate below the surface of the seas- subterranean
Morning prayer in the church regularly – matins
An unreal and visionary ideal – chimerical
Give back to the users their youthful vigor and appearance – rejuvenate
A lover of mankind – altruist/philanthropist
An unconventional style of living – bohemian
A person who is blindly devoted to an idea – chauvinist
Suave (polished and light heart person) – debonair
A dabbler (not serious in art, science and literature- dilettante
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That cannot be entered by force – impregnable
A person who leads an immoral life libertine/lecher
One hates the institution of marriage –misogamist
One who eats everything – omnivorous
One who works for the welfare of the women –philogynist /feminist
A boastful fellow –swashbuckler
A noisy quarrelsome women, a shrew –termagant
One who is habitual drunken toper/sot
One who is brilliant performer on stage(specially music) –virtuoso
An annual calendar with position of stars- almanac
A statement accepted as true without proof –axiom
Examination of living tissue- biopsy
Compulsory enlistment for military service –conscription
An exact copy of handwriting ,printing –facsimile/xerox
Animals which live in a flock , used for human beings also gregarious/sociable
An act of separation from a person to avoid infection –quarantine
Dress with medals, ribbons worn at official ceremonies- regalia
A thing kept in memory of an event –souvenir
A place where animals are slaughtered for the market –abattoir
The dwelling place if an animal underground- borrow
A place where treasurers ,stores ,ammunition are hidden –cache
A graveyard where dead are buried –creche
An original glass bottle for holding wine or other alcoholic drinks –decanter
A squirrel’s home –dray
A home for old people- infirmary
A place for wild animals and birds –menagerie
A house or shelter for a dog –kennel
A place where pigs are kept –sty
A case in which the blade of a sword is kept- sheath ,scabbard
A place where lather is tanned- tannery
One who drives a motor car –chauffeur
One who introduces performing artists on the stage program –compere
One who studies the pattern of voting in elections- psephologist
Government by old man – gerontocracy
Government by the worst citizen- kakistocracy
Government run universally –panarcy
A funeral procession comprising a number of mournerscortege
Murder of one’s children –filicide
Murder of one’s brother –fratricide
Murder of one’s parents –parricide
Murder of one’s sister –sororicide
Live in relationship a man and a woman living without being married concubiange
One who is determined to exact full vegeance for wrong done to him vindictive
Commencement of words with the same letter –alliteration
A person living permanently in a certain place –domicile
To slap with a flat object –swat
Relationship by blood or birth –consanguinity
Belief or opinion contrary to what is generally accepted- heresy
A country ruled by two country –condomunium
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A lady’s purse –reticule
A religious song –hymn
A verse letter- epistle
A animal story with moral –fable
One who comes from a village and considered stupid –bumpkin
One who fights for money- mercenary
One who forsakes religion –renegade
One who is guilty of firing property –arsonist
One who is very careful and particular –meticulous
One who pays too much attention to his cloths and appearance- dandy
One who pretends illness to escape duty –malingerer
One who talks continuously –loquacious
One who works in return for being taught the trade- disciple
One whose attitude is to eat, drink and merry –epicurean
People in rowdy one who is against the religion –heretic
One who eats human flesh- cannibal
One who lives at the same time –contemporary
One who is more than a hundred years old –centenarian
One who is given to pleasure of the flesh –epicure
One who lives on others –parasite
One who is a habitual drunker- sottoper
One who is settles in another country –immigrant
One who knows many languages –polyglot
One who deals in cattle –drover
One who cuts precious stones –lapidist(lapidary)
One who cure eye disease –oculist
One who sells sweets and pastries –confectioner
One who loads and unloads ships –stevedore
One who retires from society to live a solitary life- recluse
One who pretends to be what he is not- hypocrite
A professional rider in horse races –jockey
A number of sheeps –flock
A collection of flags –bunting
A number of stars grounded together- constellation
The house of an arab –dowar
A factory for manufacturing of beers- brewery
A place for the collection of dried plants –herbarium
A case in which the sword is kept- sheath
Free from infection –immune
The dead body of a animal –caracass
The science of colours –chromatics
The science of the structure of human body- anatomy
The art of effective speaking –elocution
The study of rocks and soils –geology
The study of mountains –oralogy
The study of languages –philology
The study of the origin and history of words –etymology
The study of ancient writing- paleography
The art of preserving skin –taxidermy
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The period between two reigns –interregnum
A council of clergymen- synod
The ceremony at which a man becomes a priest –ordination
Violating religious things –sacrilege
One who intolerantly devoted to a particular creed –bigot
Engaged to be married –betrodated
An instrument for recodings the revolutions of the earth –gyroscope
A poem of mourning- elegay
A hollow space in a wall for a –niche
Person obsessed with one idea or subject- monomaniac
Person who does not believe in any religion –pagan
Person who holds scholarship at a university –bursar
Person who is against the ordinary society esp. Dressing –hippy
Person who is always dissatisfied- malcontent
Person who lives alone and avoid others- recluse
Person who loves nature –aesthete
Person who pretends to have more knowledgecharlatan
Persuasive and fluent speech eloquence
Physician who delivers babies obsterician
Place where cows are sheltered byre
Place which provides both board and lodging inn
Power of reading thoughts of others telepathy
Ridicululous use of works malapropism
Ride on someone’s back piggyback
Room leading into a large room anteroom
Seat on elephant’s back howdah
Song sung at burial dirge
Thing that bring gentle and painless death from incurable disease euthanasia
To explain a spritual truth benign
To do away with rule abrogate
To explain a spritual truth parable
Using of new words neology
A small enclosere for cattle ,sheep ,polutry etc pen
Music played or sung at night below a person’s windowserenade
Strong and settled dislike between two personsantipathy
A small house with all rooms on one floor bunaglow
An extermely deep crack or opening in the groundchasm
Lottery in which an article is assigned by lot to one of those buying
tickts raffle/draw
One who always runs away from danger timid
One who despises persons of lower social position snob
Gradual recovery from illness convalescence
A low area storm with high winds rotating about a centre of
Low atmospheric pressure –cyclone
A fault that may be forgiven –venial
One who is likeable –amiable
Person who gives himself up to luxury and sexual pleasures –voluptuary
A field or a part of a garden where fruit trees grow –orchard
A women of lax moral –harlot
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